In this work a spectrum splitting micro-scale concentrating PV system is evaluated to increase the conversion efficiency of flat panel PV systems. In this approach, the dispersed spectrum splitting concentration systems is scaled down to a small size and structured in an array. The spectrum splitting configuration allows the use of separate single bandgap PV cells that increase spectral overlap with the incident solar spectrum. This results in an overall increase in the spectral conversion efficiency of the resulting system. In addition other benefits of the micro-scale PV system are retained such reduced PV cell material requirements, more versatile interconnect configurations, and lower heat rejection requirements that can lead to a lower cost system. The system proposed in this work consists of two cascaded off-axis holograms in combination with a micro lens array, and three types of PV cells. An aspherical lens design is made to minimize the dispersion so that higher concentration ratios can be achieved for a three-junction system. An analysis methodology is also developed to determine the optical efficiency of the resulting system, the characteristics of the dispersed spectrum, and the overall system conversion efficiency for a combination of three types of PV cells.
INTRODUCTION
Solar energy can be a competitive renewable energy source when it provides high optical-to-electrical power conversion efficiency and energy yield at low cost. The efficiency of a single junction PV device is limited, because photons with energy different from the bandgap energy can lead to loss. Multiple Junction (MJ) PV system can significantly improve conversion efficiency by managing the solar spectrum with multiple bandgaps 1 . In addition, concentrating PV (CPV) designs can improve the conversion efficiency by increasing the open circuit voltage 2 . A practical high efficiency PV design must utilize both direct and diffuse solar illumination conditions since even locations with high direct normal incidence (DNI) have significant levels of diffuse illumination 3, 4 .
The typical Multi-Junction Concentrating PV (MJCPV) system usually utilizes optical focusing elements to concentrate solar irradiance into a small area of tandem PV cells. Although MJCPV can obtain high efficiency under standard test conditions, a few issues exist in such a design. First, the performance of tandem PV cells is limited by the bandgap with the lowest current and is optimized for standard solar spectrum. As a result, the systems using tandem MJ PV cells can suffer from significant loss in efficiency when operating under actual operating conditions 5 . Next, the acceptance angle of an optical CPV system is restricted by the conservation low of etendue. This limits the system conversion ability for diffuse irradiance and reduce its overall conversion efficiency in northern regions. Finally, depending on the focusing power, the typical CPV design usually requires large vertical separation between the optical collector and PV cell location. This increases the installation cost and prevents use for many applications such as rooftop system. The Sandia National Laboratory first developed the micro-scale concentrating (MSC) PV systems [6] [7] [8] . Their system scales a typical large CPV into micro size, and integrates them in to arrays. With this design, the system can be formed as a flat panel, and have "smart" interconnection between PV cells. In addition, integrated circuit fabrication methods can dramatically reduce manufacturing costs. During the same time Yamada and Okamoto proposed a CPV design to collect both direct and diffuse illumination 9 . The design consists of a typical MJ cell at the focus of a Fresnel lens in conjunction with silicon cell surrounding the MJ cell. This resulted in a significant increase in output with both direct (1.19X) and diffuse (37.3X) illumination conditions.
In this research, a three-junction holographic spectrum splitting MCPV system was studied and incorporates many of the features discussed above. The system design was targeted to have high conversion efficiency with direct irradiance and maximized efficiency with diffuse illumination for different geographical locations and spectrum conditions. A methodology for evaluating system performance is also developed and presented in this work. 
System overview
Volume holograms can be designed to diffract a specific spectral bandwidth with high diffraction efficiency (DE). In addition, they can be mass produced at low cost making them useful for practical spectrum splitting PV systems. In this paper, we proposed a three junction holographic spectrum splitting micro-scale concentrating PV (HSSMCPV) system to obtain high conversion efficiency under both direct and diffuse solar irradiance. This system consists of two transmission volume holograms placed above an aspherical lens array to direct different components of solar spectrum into the most efficient PV cells (Figure 1 ). The receiver plane consists of silicon (Si) cells, indium gallium phosphide (InGaP) cells, and gallium arsenide (GaAs) cells arranged horizontally. To achieve high DE under direct illumination, the two holograms were designed with different diffraction angles for InGaP and GaAs cells. The lens array was optimized to minimize aberration at the diffraction angles. The smaller GaAs and InGaP cells are surrounded by Si cells for diffuse light capture. Figure 1 . The 2D structure of the proposed three-junction HSSMCPV system.
2.2

Design procedure
The design of an HSSMCPV system depends on several parameters: 1) the types of PV cells to be used; 2) the system geometry; 3) transmission volume hologram characteristics including the diffraction angles, the peak diffracted wavelength, and peak diffraction efficiency; and 4) the lens design for the lens array.
Cell selection
In spectrum splitting PV systems, the high conversion efficiency is obtained by using multiple PV cells that have the highest spectral conversion efficiency (SCE) over a broad spectral bandwidth. For an M-junction spectrum splitting PV system, the maximum combined efficiency under spectral solar irradiance (E( )) can be expressed as:
where, P is the total incident power; and ( ) is the SCE of the kth PV cell.
For this design, a 24.7% efficient silicon cell, a 22.6% InGaP cell, and a 26.9% GaAs cell were used with performance parameters selected from the literature [10] [11] [12] [13] . Figure 2 shows the calculated SCE of InGaP, GaAs, and Si cells overlaid with the AM1.5G solar spectrum. The SCE and conversion efficiency of each cell were calculated based on their external quantum efficiency (EQE), open circuit voltage, and fill factor under standard test conditions obtained from published data. These PV bandgaps were chosen because of their high conversion efficiency, and SCE advantage. As shown in Figure 2 ., the InGaP cell has the highest SCE for wavelengths between 400nm to 675nm, the GaAs cell between 675nm and 875nm, and the Si cell between 875nm and 1200nm. The bandgaps for the InGaP and GaAs cells determine the transition and peak efficient wavelengths for the holographic filters. 
Syst
In the three-j illumination correspondin Next, as will be discussed in Section 2.2.3, a minimum diffraction angle is required to obtain high volume hologram diffraction efficiency in a single diffraction order. In this design, the transition wavelengths for the short wavelength filter (SWF) and the long wavelength filter (LWF) are 400nm, 675nm (InGaP), and 675nm,875nm (GaAs). The minimum diffraction angles for the shortest diffraction wavelengths in each filters are 7.79 o at 400nm and 10.1 o at 675nm. Since the holograms are embedded in glass, the two angles increased to 11.7 o and 15.25 o in air. To ensure that the large diffraction angles in each unit structure do not interfere with the adjoining units, the lens elements in the array must have high focusing power and low aberrations.
Another design consideration is the dispersion of the diffracted solar illumination. It has been shown that sharp transitions between two wavelength bands can be obtained with high concentration ratio (focusing) optics 14 . In this design, two cascaded holographic filters were used to improve the transition properties between InGaP and GaAs cells. The top hologram (LWF) was designed to diffract the longer wavelengths into larger diffraction angles for GaAs cells, and the bottom hologram(SWF) was designed to diffract the shorter wavelength band into smaller diffraction angles for InGaP cells.
Finally, the size and the arrangement for each PV cell was adjusted to optimize the optical efficiency. For each unit element of the array (Figure 3 ), the size of InGaP and GaAs cells were reduced to small rectangular shapes that only collect the corresponding focused wavelengths, while the size of Si cells was maximized to collect the 0 th order and the diffuse irradiance. Some narrow space was also set between each unit elements to allow for wiring connections (Figure 3  (b) ).
A summary of design parameters based on the above principles is given in Table 1 . 
Holographic element design
Several considerations were included in the design of the transmission volume holograms: 1) the grating period along the surface is chosen based on the diffraction angle for the desired transition wavelength. 2) the grating period in the depth direction is chosen based on the desired peak efficient wavelength and its diffraction efficiency (DE); and 3) the hologram material properties including index modulation, film thickness and differential swelling conditions are chosen based on the desired spectral bandwidth of the diffracted beam.
The holographic filters are designed for normal incident light. The desired lateral (surface) grating period of each grating can be calculated for the first order diffraction angle, , at the transition wavelength, , using the grating equation:
where n is the average refractive index in the medium, and is the lateral grating period of the grating.
Once the diffraction angle is obtained for the transition wavelength, the lateral grating period is determined by equation (2) . To obtain high DE at the desired peak efficient wavelength, , the vertical period ( ) is required to satisfy the Bragg condition
where, is the grating vector; and are the wave vectors of the incident and diffracted beams, and is the diffraction angle of the peak efficient wavelength. 17 . Figure 4 (a) shows the optical layout and spot diagrams for an optimized F/1 with a focal length of 15mm. The final receiver plane was placed at 13.8mm away from the back surface of the lens to minimize the spot size at InGaP (Figure 4 (c) ) and GaAs (Figure 4 (d) ) cells. The focused spot area for silicon cell (Figure 4 (b) ) is allowed to be large, since it is also used for diffuse light collection.
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System efficiency
The SCE can be used as a metric for comparing PV cells for spectrum splitting systems 19 . In a CPV system, the high intensity that exists at the PV cell surface increases the V oc and the SCE over that of a one sun system. This increase on the intensity can be quantified as the quantum concentration ratio which can be defined as:
where is the quantum concentration ratio, is the current generated under concentration, is the current generated under one sun conditions, is the geometrical concentration ratio defined as the area of system entrance aperture divided by the PV cell area, ( ) is the solar spectral irradiance, ( ) is the spectral optical efficiency (i.e. the spectral efficiency of the incident illumination transferred to a particular PV cell in the system), and ( ) is the spectral response of the PV cell. In a single junction CPV system, since the spectral power distributions on the system entrance and the surface of PV cell are identical ( ( ) = 1) and the quantum concentration ratio is equal to the geometric concentration ratio. However, in a SSCPV system, they are different.
For a PV cell in spectrum splitting CPV systems with a quantum concentration ratio of , the SCE can be expressed as:
where, the SCE ( ) and SCE ( ) are the spectrum conversion efficiencies under concentration ratio and standard test conditions, and are the open circuit voltages under concentration and standard test conditions, FF is the fill factor, m is the diode ideality factor, k is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the operation temperature and q is the electron charge.
The resulting overall conversion efficiency of an M-junction spectrum splitting CPV system can be calculate as:
where P is the total incident optical power, ( ) is the overall optical spectral efficiency for the kth bandgap, and ( ) is the SCE of the kth bandgap cell in the system.
To evaluate the proposed three-junction HMSSCPV system, the optical spectral efficiency for each bandgap cell and the concentration ratios were determined using ratracing and diffraction efficiency analysis. These values were then combined with the computed values for SCE ( ) to determine the overall conversion efficiency of the system.
DESIGN RESULTS
Holographic filters
The DCG material considered for this design has an average refractive index of 1.57, and index modulation up to 0.08, a thickness d = 22 μm, and a differential swelling coefficient of 0.2. These values can be achieved with typical DCG fabrication and processing methods 16 . The final gratings were designed and simulated by a rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) software RSoft DiffractMOD MT 18 . The refractive index modulation was varied for each grating to optimize the performance.
The grating periods for the LWF and SWF were pre-calculated using the method described on Section 2.2.2. To optimize the optical efficiency and the bandwidth, the grating performance has been simulated by varying the index modulation from 0.01 to 0.1. Figure 5 shows the spectral diffraction efficiency of long wavelength (a) and short wavelength (b) filters for different index, and the optimized diffraction efficiencies as a function of wavelength for the two gratings (c). 
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CONCLUSION
A holographic micro-scale spectrum splitting concentrating system with three different PV cell bandgaps was designed and evaluated. The design using cascaded transmission volume gratings significantly improves the system conversion efficiency under direct solar irradiance. The Si cells as large part of the receiver surface also ensures the collection of diffuse solar irradiance. The periodic arrangement of the receiver plane provides a potential for integration and mass production to reduce the cost. The methodology for designing this HMSSCPV system includes the system geometric, holographic filter, and lens design was described in detail. The diffraction efficiencies of the holographic filters were modeled using RCWA software, and the optical performance of the HMSSCPV system was simulated with non-sequential raytracing software. Under the direct AM1.5 spectral illumination, the system reaches the optical efficiency of 91.14% and system conversion efficiency of 33.73%, which indicates a 27.09% improvement over best bandgap (GaAs), a 36.23% improvement over the major cell in the geometry (Si), and a 53.32% over the major functioning cell (InGaP). Under diffuse AM1.5 illumination, the system has a conversion efficiency of 17.51% primarily resulting from the silicon cell output.
